Some of the terms used are defined below:
Picture matrix. The picture is made up of a series of absorption values appearing as a grid of equally spaced squares, the number of squares in the vertical and horizontal lines being the matrix size (e.g., 320x 320).
Spatial resolution. This term defines the clarity of the picture and is determined by the matrix size. It could also be defined as the spatial distance between the squares of the matrix.
Picture
accuracy. doubled from 160x160 picture points to 320x320, the grain will increase in amplitude by a factor of 2.8. However, as indicated in figure  3 , the additional grain will be of a finer nature (cf. figs 4A and 4C).
In the strict sense, increasing the matrix size should not be considered as a trade-off between accuracy and resolution, as can be understood if the process is seen in reverse. If accuracy were to be improved by intentionally blurring the picture, it is obvious that extra information is not added. All that happens is that spatial information is removed in the interest of making the picture more intelligible to the eye (which has . & Eirnited tone range easily saturated by the presence of ex c'essive grain on the picture). The presenc e of grain must be accepted as fundamental to any CT system. Current machines have reached a level of detector efficiency such that grain has been reduced to a level close to the theoretical limit; thus there is little room for improvement unless x-ray dosage to the patient is increased.
Patient Dosage
For normal examinations, the dose is usually limited to about 3 R. This is the incident intensity of radiation to the skin and applies to both the head and body. If the slices are taken such that the radiation does not overlap, then the dose to the skin will be the same for one slice as for a series of slices. If dosage exceeds 3 R, the benefits of the examination to the patient must obviously be taken into account. Picture grain varies according to the relationship 1 /.Jdosage.
Thus with increased dose, picture grain improves. Figure 4B has been taken using four times the x-ray dose used for figure 4A . Consequently, the grain is only half as apparent.
There are obvious factors influencing the amount of x-rays penetrating the patient's body, such as body width and its mean absorption.
These, too, will naturally influence the grain of the picture.
Choice of Matrix Size
The Figure 6 demonstrates the relationship between picture resolution (matrix size) and grain for optimal viewing of various parts of the body.
Abdomen
In scanning the abdomen where fat and tissue are well differentiated, a resolution of 1 mm (320 x 320 matrix) is adequate (as can be seen in fig. 1 .) . However, if finer detail is desired, the matrix size could well be increased, perhaps almost doubled, before the tone range of the picture would be seriously impaired by increased grain. The resolution would then be 0.5 mm, and the image could be displayed using the picture magnification technique as previously described.
At the other end of the scale, the spine, owing to its high absorption, could be displayed in fine detail at a higher resolution without serious grain interference ( fig. 6 ).
Head.
A head scan usually requires discrimination between minute tissue differences for the purpose of tumor location; consequently grain must be reduced to a minimum. Twenty times as many x-rays penetrate the head as do the abdomen, but the resultant reduction of grain is still insufficient for fine discrimination.
It is therefore preferable to use a low resolution 160x160 matrix rather than a 320x320. This is illustrated in figures 4B and 4C where on a 1 60 x 1 60 matrix grey and white matter are clearly distinguished, but on a 320 x 320 matrix they are not. (To take advantage of the reduced grain, figure 48 has been displayed at three times the sensitivity.) However, if one is looking at the bone of the head or at the middle ear, the matrix may be increased to 320x320 (1 mm resolution) as in figure 4D and could be taken as high as 0.25 mm before the picture would be seriously affected by grain.
Scanning the inner ear and the eye would benefit from matrices 320x320 or a little larger.
Heart
Heart scans,
where the x-rays also penetrate the lungs, benefit from the low mean absorption path caused by the presence of air in the lungs. The presence of fat in certain parts of the heart can be clearly seen on a 320 x 320 matrix.
If the effects of heart motion can be satisfactorily reduced either by synchronization or by much higher machine speed, conditions for scanning the heart would be similar to those for the head. In the field of differentiation of soft tissue by x-ray and of viewing the shape of soft tissue organs, CT has no rival. However, its performance is limited by the extent to which photon noise can be tolerated in the picture. This limitation is fundamental to the system, and the clarity and accuracy of the picture are not expected to improve spectacularly in the future.
On the other hand, for viewing objects of greater differential absorption than soft tissue, the machine could be stretched considerably further in resolution and could improve on the performance of conventional x-ray machines. At present it is difficult to say whether the added diagnostic value would warrant the greater complexity of the machine, but it is to be hoped that simpler techniques may eventually be found. Many different systems for scanning the patient are likely to evolve in the future, and some of these may be faster. Each will have its own advantages and disadvantages, and only time and further experimentation will tellwhich technique will survive.
